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ACRI- Bringing artists together, one meet-
at a time

Ahoy Hyderabad! Imagine a platform that’s not just a hub of exchanging stories and experiences as a creative but one that is also the

mediator that facilitates connections with other artists, jobs, scholarships and so on? Sounds perfect, doesn’t it?

Source: The Art X Company

ACRI or the Arts and Culture Resources India is making quite a wave in the cultural ecosystem and rightfully so! After conducting

successful networking events and workshops for creative and cultural professionals in Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru and Chennai, ACRI is

coming to Hyderabad on 21st July 2019! (http://bit.ly/acrihyderabad)

ACRI is an initiative started by The Art X Company which is an interdisciplinary arts organization that operates at the intersection of arts

and access. The company was founded in 2015 by Rashmi Dhanwani, an independent arts consultant, curator and creative producer. They

conceptualize and execute cross-genre events and projects, and undertake arts research across cultural and creative industries.

 (http://read.breakaleg.in/) 

http://bit.ly/acrihyderabad
http://read.breakaleg.in/
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Source: The Art X Company

From theatre to visual arts, graphic design to music, there is an intangible force that allows

expression to take the centre stage. Acknowledging and bouncing ideas off one another is an

indispensable part of creating something. Whether it is to discuss an opportunity or to create

something better together, collaborations are invaluable.

Source: The Art X Company

The event would kick-start with a panel discussion titled Catalysts of Change. The need for Change is a strong motivator to pursue passions.

Our panelists have challenged the norm to bring about Change. The Change they brought about has not only got them closer to their goals

but also bene�tted the entire ecosystem. They are ‘Catalysts of Change’ and their contributions are (without doubt) unmatched.

Farhan Ashhar

Co-founder of Lamakaan- a performance venue and cultural center that has been instrumental in shaping the art landscape of Hyderabad.
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Vaishali Bisht

Theatre maker, Stage Actor, Drama coach, and Co-founder of The Hyderabad Children’s Theatre Festival- one of India’s largest and longest

running theatre festival for children.
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Pranati Khanna

Musician, Visual Artist, Entrepreneur, Graphic Designer, Artist Manager, Model. Pranati is the jack of many traits and the master of all.
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Harsha Fad

Founder of The Human Library, Hyderabad an experience where one can read humans as a living book, listen to their stories and interact

with them. Harshad focuses on building a positive framework for conversations that can challenge stereotypes and prejudices through

dialogue.
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The idea is to foster collaboration and interactions between creative individuals while swapping stories
and sharing trials and tribulations of the work in the cultural and creative streams.

Break a Leg! is excited to host the Culture Meet and we hope this coalition would result in bigger ideas that create a strong impact in

Hyderabad’s art landscape. If you are an artist or a creative professional or simply a seeker, this culture meet is the single most valuable

event curated just for you. Spend an evening discussing, networking, discovering or simply seeking the myriad of opportunities this sphere

has to offer! We promise you, the possibilities are endless!

Event Details:

The event is FREE to attend but �ll in this RSVP form: http://bit.ly/acrihyderabad (https://bit.ly/acrihyderabad?

fbclid=IwAR3SoGNtp72TDuqQArMXlhDg-nuMw2ehKeMf9h-eQ8OEb2xmFZqzBHpWWAw) to block your seat.

Time: 5:00 PM Onwards

Date: 21st July, 2019

Venue: Phoenix Arena, Hyderabad
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